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Abstract—The use of the wavelet coherence of two series in hy-
pothesis testing relies on some sort of smoothing being carried out
in order that the coherence estimator is not simply unity. A pre-
vious study considered averaging via the use of multiple Morse
wavelets. Here we consider time-domain smoothing and use of a
single Morlet wavelet. Since the Morlet wavelet is complex-valued,
we derive analytic results for the case of wavelet coherence calcu-
lated from complex-valued, jointly stationary and Gaussian time
series. The temporally smoothed wavelet coherence can be written
in terms of Welch’s overlapping segment averaging (WOSA) spec-
trum estimators, and by using multitaper equivalent representa-
tions for the WOSA estimators we show that Goodman’s distribu-
tion is appropriate asymptotically, and readily derive the appro-
priate degrees of freedom. The theoretical results are verified via
simulations and illustrated using solar physics data.
Index Terms—Coherence, Goodman’s distribution, Morlet
wavelet, temporal smoothing, wavelet coherence, WOSA.
I. INTRODUCTION
T IME series are often considered to derive from an en-semble of subprocesses, each operating at a characteristic
scale (e.g., [18]) and wavelet analysis has a fundamental role
“in decomposing structures at different scales hidden in time se-
ries data” [8]. The use of a wavelet coherence measure, WCOH
say, in the scale-time (wavelet) domain, continues to be of great
interest in many fields of science [2], [12], [13], [17], [22],
[26]. The continuous wavelet transform (CWT)
at scale , for , and translation or time is
defined as (e.g., [21])
(1)
where is the wavelet transform of a signal
is the analyzing wavelet, and denotes complex conjuga-
tion. Given two jointly stationary signals and , and
with ‘ ’ representing a smoothing step, a wavelet coherence es-
timator at a particular scale and time in the time-scale do-
main can be expressed as (e.g., [22])
(2)
Without smoothing this quantity is identically unity [15].
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Used in combination with a Morlet wavelet , smoothing
has been carried out over time, , followed by a smoothing over
scale [2], [22], [26], or more simply using just a smoothing
over time [12], [13], [17]. Under the null hypothesis that the
two processes are jointly stationary and Gaussian with a given
second-order structure, the full statistical analysis effects of
such smoothing have not been determined in either case and
statistical properties have only been determined by Monte
Carlo simulation, e.g., [11], [13], and [22]. For example, [11]
look for intermittent coherent oscillations against background
red noise (low frequency) spectra. The background processes
thus define the null hypothesis. If the computed WCOH value
at exceeds the chosen simulated critical value, then the
oscillation is declared present at that scale and time.
Recently, statistical results were derived for wavelet coher-
ence when smoothing is achieved by averaging over samples
generated by using multiple Morse wavelets [6]. In this paper,
we examine the statistical properties of a WCOH estimator
using a single Morlet wavelet and temporal smoothing over a
small localized time interval centered at the translation of in-
terest . We call this the TWCOH estimator. With this approach
the numerator of (2) is
(3)
with obvious changes for the denominator. It was recognized in
[13] that an expression like (3) could be interpreted as a con-
tinuous-time Welch’s (or weighted) overlapping segment av-
eraging (WOSA) estimator [5], [20]. We use this interpreta-
tion along with a discrete-time formulation as the first step in
our approach. Then we cast the WOSA estimator into a mul-
titaper-type formulation which allows us to derive highly ac-
curate degrees of freedom estimates. In so doing we are also
able to remove assumptions and approximations made by Bortel
and Sovka [1] in their recent study of the statistical distribution
of magnitude squared coherence estimated with segment over-
lapping. Since the Morlet wavelet is complex-valued, we de-
rive analytic results for the case of wavelet coherence calculated
from complex-valued, jointly stationary and Gaussian time se-
ries. The distribution for the TWCOH estimator, (2), is found
to be that given by Goodman [9, eq. (5.54)], hereafter called
Goodman’s distribution.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section II we describe
the particular Morlet wavelet used and show how the numer-
ator and denominator expressions in (2) can be written in a
continuous-time WOSA formulation. Section III derives a dis-
crete-time formulation for the TWCOH estimator and the cor-
responding WOSA cross-spectral and spectral estimators. The
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validity ranges for scale and time are carefully formulated. In
Section IV we recast the WOSA components into multitaper
form, allowing a simple expression for the number of complex
degrees of freedom. Section V defines, as in [6], bivariate com-
plex processes and the three types of resultant wavelet coher-
ence. Theorem 1 shows that all three types of TWCOH estimator
asymptotically have Goodman’s distribution, and importantly
the corresponding number of complex degrees of freedom are
known. The excellent fit of Goodman’s distribution to simulated
TWCOH values is seen in Section VI, which also illustrates the
theoretical results on solar physics data. Some concluding com-
ments are provided in Section VII.
II. BACKGROUND
A. Smoothing With the Morlet Wavelet
The Morlet “wavelet”
is a complex sinusoid localized/tapered by a Gaussian envelope
([4], p. 139). In order that this function can be treated like a
wavelet it must have an integral that differs trivially from zero.
The choice ensures that the integral of the function is
less that for . For this range of we, there-
fore, take . The choice
was also made in [17, eq. 14]. is chosen such that the norm
of is unity:
, giving . So
(4)
The unit norm Fourier transform turns out to be
which is real-valued, like the Morse wavelets used in [6]. Ex-
amples of and for some small values of are given
in Fig. 1. is the maximum value of . For very large
values of the wavelet analysis effectively becomes a Fourier
analysis [17].




the Gaussian component of with unit norm. This
form of wavelet has a simplicity of interpretation: to each scale
corresponds a frequency , [17].
Using (5) the CWT in (1) can be expressed as
an appealingly simple form which follows from the choice of
wavelet.
By defining the function to be the product of the
process with the normalized Gaussian component of the
wavelet, namely, we see that
Fig. 1. The real part of the Morlet wavelet (left column) for (a)     ,
(c)     , (e)     , and (g)     , with the corresponding magnitude of
the Fourier transform, 	 in the right column. The wavelets are plotted over

     in each case.
, where is the
Fourier transform of the function , i.e.
(6)
Using this form (3) becomes
(7)
with analogous expressions for the denominator terms in (2).
An expression similar to (7) in [13, p. 162] was recognized as a
WOSA-type estimate, but few further details on the correspon-
dence were given. In particular, we need to understand the con-
tinuous-time formulation of weighted overlapping segment av-
eraging, which we now develop.
B. A Continuous-Time WOSA Formulation
For a stochastic process , we split up a time interval
centred on into overlapping intervals of
equal measure. The length of each subinterval is denoted by
. Each interval is offset from the previous one by
. In this case the segment percentage overlap will
be . We label the centre of the th interval as
where .
The th segment can be expressed as , where
, and is the
characteristic function, namely if , and
zero otherwise.
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For a continuous process we make use of a continuous data
taper of unit norm. Suppose is designed to be
compactly supported on the unit interval , we de-
fine , which has unity norm on
.
We can now define the th weighted Fourier trans-
form for the th signal segment centred at as
. A WOSA
cross-spectral estimator for and may be found by
averaging over the individual segment estimates giving
.




This limiting form of weighted overlapping segment averaging
gives an effective 100% overlap. If we set then (8)
becomes , and the simi-
larity to (7) is immediately apparent. We can be more precise.
By making the approximation
(10)
then from (6) we can express as
(11)
We note that this is in the form of (9) where is a unit
norm Gaussian-like function, ,
and .
Putting (7) and (11) together we can conclude that
is equivalent to a limiting
100%-overlap continuous-time WOSA cross-spectral estimator
involving the signal portions and
evaluated at the frequency with
and .
C. Choice of
We are left with the problem of choosing a suitable with
which to control the size of the integration window. When per-
forming temporal smoothing on wavelet transformations using
the Morlet wavelet not only does the period of the sinusoid in-
crease/decrease as increases/decreases but the width of the
window, (the Gaussian-type component of the wavelet), also in-
creases/decreases as a function of . As a result must be-
come a function of the scale , meaning that for a translation
the smoothing occurs over the interval
.
For a specific choice of parameter the Morlet wavelet ex-
hibits sinusoidal periods within the Gaussian envelope. We
can say that and hence is independent
of . The number of these sinusoidal oscillations that could be
contained in an interval of length is . It is the value
that we wish to keep constant for all values and as such
we let , for a constant , giving
III. DISCRETE TIME METHOD
A. Smoothing in the Discrete Case
Using (1), we firstly write , where
“ ” denotes convolution and and
. Then since the Fourier transform of is
where is the Fourier transform of , we can express
in terms of the inverse Fourier transform:
where is the Fourier transform of . Suppose
(12)
for a sample interval . Then for a large, even, value of , the
CWT can be approximated by
(13)
Let , and let and
. Then from (13) we have
(14)
where , for the
discrete Fourier transform of , and
(15)
Hence
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and the effective support of is , then
(18)
From (16) and (18), we take the discretized
form of the CWT for our analysis to be de-
fined by .
The form of used is given by (5). So
,
where is a taper for which
. Let . Then
(19)
Hence, , where
is the Fourier transform of , i.e.,
.
We now consider smoothing for the discrete case, analogous
to the continuous case. Given jointly stationary series and
satisfying (12), for the smoothing we average over a set
of discrete time indices in the neighborhood of
the translation point of interest
(20)
Now is the frequency domain function calculated
on the segment of centred at time index and tapered by
the Gaussian taper. Then (20) is a WOSA cross-spectral esti-
mator involving the signal portions
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PARAMETERS IN CONTINUOUS-TIME AND
DISCRETE-TIME CASES
and evaluated at frequency
where
(21)
for , and , with assumed
odd and equal to the number of terms included by the Gaussian
taper. We shall refer to as the ‘block size.’ In view of (10)
the support of the dimensionless taper
is , where denotes the
smallest integer exceeding . Let . For this taper
and it follows that .
It is convenient to define a shifted version of the taper
(22)
The offset in the WOSA scheme is a single sample point so the
percentage overlap is %. As for the continuous
case, we should choose proportional to .
B. Parameters in Continuous and Discrete Cases
Table I compares the definitions of the relevant parameters
in the continuous-time and discrete-time cases. Notice that the
block size is a function of and .
C. Restrictions on and
The minimum usable absolute scale is specified by (17)
(23)
We determine the cut-off frequency as the lowest fre-
quency for which for all .
Consider a specific positive . For any the
Gaussian taper will extend from to (see Table I).
The data extends from 0 to , so if we are to avoid
making assumptions such as circularity, we will only be able to
accurately calculate for .
In view of the averaging in (20) this must be further modified
for the calculation of to
. Let
(24)
Note that for , the signal portion, namely,
, is , and for
the signal portion is , for ,
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Fig. 2. Parameter relationships and statistical goodness-of-fit assessment when
                  . (a) Block size  versus  .
(b) Validity region for    given by interior of central triangle. (c) Degrees
of freedom 	 versus  . (d) Goodman Q-Q plots for four different    
locations.
so there are no end-effects, as expected. We must have
(25)
i.e., , or , which merely says
that the block size, , used in calculating a single point in the
WOSA-type estimator must be less than or equal to the total
number of observed data points, , as is obviously required. So
the range for is specified by (24).
Finally, we must determine the maximum absolute analysis
scale . From (25)
(26)




The variation of block size for positive with
is given in Figs. 2(a) and 3(a) for
and
, respectively. The interiors of the central trian-
gles of Figs. 2(b) and 3(b) show the corresponding valid regions
for . The equivalent for negative follows by reflection
about .
Fig. 3. Same style of plots as for Fig. 2 but with             
   .
D. Review
When using the Morlet wavelet, temporal smoothing is math-
ematically representable as a form of WOSA estimation based
on a subsection of the processes of block size . The overlap
is %. If we know the distributional properties
of such WOSA spectral estimators, and magnitude-squared
coherence estimators (MSCOH) formed from them via (2),
then we can determine the distributional properties of TWCOH
estimators.
IV. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF WOSA
CROSS-SPECTRAL ESTIMATORS
A. The TWCOH Estimator
For the estimator (20) define
(28)
where is a WOSA cross-spectral estimator involving
the signal portions and
evaluated at frequency where is given
in (21). The offset is unity and
and .
Consider the construction of a WOSA cross-spectral esti-
mator. The block of size is divided into subblocks each
of size . A shift of unity is applied between successive sub-
blocks. Using the data taper , (22), scaled so that
, the WOSA cross-spectrum estimator is defined
by
(29)
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where the estimator for subblock , is
, given by
B. Multitaper Form of WOSA Cross-Spectral Estimation
The subblock utilizes data for times
while the final subblock uses data for times





Hence, can be written as
In fact we are able to manipulate this equation so
that we are using a set of orthogonal tapers [27].
Let , for , and
, where denotes trans-
pose. Then
(30)
where is an real matrix with th column given
by , and denotes Hermitian
(complex conjugate) transpose.
The outer product matrix is symmetric posi-
tive semidefinite since . Hence [25,
p. 296] will have real-valued eigenvectors and nonnega-
tive eigenvalues.
By choosing to have all nonzero elements the columns
of are linearly independent and so is full-rank, namely
. Further to this, with real-valued
and, hence,
is itself of rank . From this we can determine that the
matrix has positive eigenvalues ordered in de-
creasing size and the remainder zero,
i.e., , with a set of corresponding
orthonormal eigenvectors . We can
write in terms of the eigenvectors and eigenvalues
where is an
matrix with th column and .
We are able to equivalently write where
where is an
matrix with orthogonal columns. We can now write the WOSA
spectral estimator in (30) as , i.e.
(31)
where is the th element of the vector and is the th
weighting factor related to the th eigenvalue via .
The standardization of means that ,
[27]. The representation of in (31) is a weighted multi-
taper cross-spectral estimator that uses a set of orthonormal
tapers to create a set of spectral estimators across which av-
eraging can be carried out. A multitaper formulation for the
spectrum ,
and likewise , follow simply by setting both time
series to be the same.
In Section V we also have reason to consider
(32)
where the second process is conjugated and
(33)
C. Degrees of Freedom
It can be shown [27] that the estimator (31) consisting of
orthonormal tapers with corresponding weighting factors
has
(34)
complex degrees of freedom. The quantity in (34) is critical
in determining the distribution of TWCOH. Contours of con-
stant degrees of freedom as a function of and are
shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, is constant for a constant gradient
or ratio . But from Table I we see that for the sorts of
values used in practice . For example for
, so the choices
or , are both associated with
approximately ten complex degrees of freedom. The use of this
result is illustrated in Section VI.
D. Alternative Approaches
A recent study of the magnitude-squared ordinary coherence
estimator was carried out by [1]. When using overlapping its
distribution was assumed to be the same as in the nonoverlapped
case, but with the number of degrees of freedom being different.
A deterministic formula was derived for the degrees of freedom
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Fig. 4. Contours of constant degrees of freedom   as a function of  and
 . The lines start at      (lower right) and increase in steps of 2 towards
the upper left.
from simulation results using a Hamming taper. Simulation was
also used in [13] to assess the effect of overlapping on the bias
and variance of coherence.
By way of contrast, the multitaper formulation delivers the
basic statistical structure immediately. The degrees of freedom
are given simply by (34), (a formula which is valid for different
tapers). Further, Goodman’s distribution follows from the form
of the cross-spectral estimator (31), as discussed in the proof of
Theorem 1.
V. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF WAVELET COHERENCE
ESTIMATORS FOR COMPLEX GAUSSIAN PROCESSES
Since the Morlet wavelet is complex-valued, we consider
wavelet coherence for the most general case of complex-valued
time series [6], [24].
A. Bivariate Complex Processes
Let be a zero mean com-
plex-valued bivariate random process. Assume the two pro-
cesses are jointly second-order stationary (SOS). We define
cross-covariance sequences
. The covariance between and the
conjugate of is called the cross-relation between
and and denoted by , i.e.,
. Because the
processes are SOS, and
, are functions of only.
We now append the conjugate bivariate process to obtain
. The corresponding
lag- covariance matrix, , is
and and are the 2 2 matrices and
, for which and . The
spectral matrix of is
given by
where we note that and
since and .
Off-diagonal terms are cross-spectra. is the conven-
tional cross-spectrum of and . is the cross-
spectrum of and , while is the cross-spec-
trum of with its conjugate . and
are examples of relational cross-spectra [23].
For ease of notation we will henceforth write
as , in
particular, dependence on and is implicit. Consider the
matrix given by
Using the definitions in (28) and (32), we see that this matrix
can be equivalently written as given by
(Obviously, .) Equations (31) and (33) give
the forms of the terms in this matrix. Note that is an
estimator for for different values of the merely de-
fines which blocks of size of the time series are being used.
Theorem 1: Let be a zero mean complex-valued
bivariate Gaussian SOS random process. Then, asymptotically
(35)
where denotes the four-dimensional complex
central Wishart distribution with complex degrees of freedom
and mean .
Proof: This can be found in the Appendix.
Comparing (35) to the corresponding result in [6, eq. (29)],
for the TWCOH approach used here the number of complex
degrees of freedom is of the form (34), as opposed to the number
of Morse wavelets used in [6]. But here the mapping between
frequency, , and scale, , is simple: .
B. Estimated Wavelet Coherencies
For complex-valued processes three distinct wavelet coheren-
cies of the form (2) can be defined. The first applies when the
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two signals are two different complex processes, the second for
when the two signals are one process and the conjugate of the
other, and the third when the two signals are a process and its
own conjugate. (For real-valued signals only the first exists). In
the frequency domain these three types of coherence are well
established, see, e.g., [6] and [19]. The three estimators and true
parameter values are
i) The ordinary TWCOH estimator for and
, is given by
(36)
with .




iii) The conjugate TWCOH estimator for
and , is given by
(38)
with .
[Likewise, we would obtain a TWCOH estimator for
and by using entries 2 and 4 of
rather than 1 and 3 in (38).]
As a result of Theorem 1, all three coherencies have
Goodman’s distribution [9, eq. (5.54)]. Consider coherence
of type (iii), the conjugate TWCOH estimator for and
. Its probability density function (pdf) is
(39)
where and .
is the hypergeometric function with 2 and 1 parameters,
and , and scalar argument [10, p. 1045].
Note that if , the matrix will be singular. To
obtain just one of the three possible TWCOH estimators, [such
as (38)], we could delete the other rows or columns of ,
(such as the second and fourth rows and columns for (38)). Then
it would be sufficient to have for nonsingularity and for
the pdf (39) to be well defined.
VI. EXAMPLE RESULTS
To illustrate the theory derived above we shall consider both
simulated and real data.
A. Simulated Data
For the simulated data we use a complex SOS autoregressive
process of order 1, denoted CAR(1), with , and
examine coherence of type (iii), i.e., that between and
. Simulation of the CAR(1) process is discussed in detail
in [23]; the same parameter values were chosen, giving
for all . Since for all , this
CAR(1) process is an improper complex-valued SOS process
[24]. As here, and in what follows.
First, we consider analysis with a Morlet wavelet of the form
(4) with , a parameter choice which provides a “reason-
able compromise between frequency and time resolution” [17,
p. 3019]; see also [4, p. 139]. (The corresponding value of in
(17) is 1.8.) The choice gives approximately 10 degrees
of freedom, (see Section IV-C), a sensible practical choice. To
be more precise, every legitimate value will
combine with the values of and to produce a corresponding
value of and see Table I. Combining these pa-
rameters with the Gaussian taper we obtain . As explained
in Section IV-B, the complex degrees of freedom can then
be obtained from (34). These degrees of freedom are shown in
Fig. 2(c); from a practical point of view it can be assumed that
for all values, as predicted in Section IV-C.
Realizations of the CAR(1) process used were of length
. For each simulated sequence at each point
was calculated using (20). Then
(40)
was computed. This was repeated 100 times, and the ordered
values of obtained were plotted against the theoretical
quantiles [14] of Goodman’s distribution with .
Resulting quantile-quantile (Q-Q) plots are shown in Fig. 2(d)
where the individual curves are for four different loca-
tions within the permitted ranges. At all locations .
The Q-Q plots indicate excellent agreement with Goodman’s
distribution.
For a second example, we use a different choice of and
, but a choice which still gives approximately 10 degrees of
freedom estimators. In line with the discussion in Section IV-C
we can take and . The corresponding value of
in (17) is 1.4. The complex degrees of freedom are shown in
Fig. 3(c) and as expected for all values. For these
parameters resulting Q-Q plots are shown in Fig. 3(d) and again
indicate excellent agreement with Goodman’s distribution.
B. Solar Physics Data
We consider two complex magnetic field time series,
and , recorded by two spacecraft in the solar physics
‘Cluster’ experiment. The component measured parallel to the
ecliptic plane, and the component measured perpendicular, form
the real and imaginary parts of the series of length about 1000
s, with s. For plots of the data see [16]. We examine co-
herence of type (i). The left plot of Fig. 5 shows the TWCOH
estimate (36), while the right plot shows only values exceeding
the 1% point of Goodman’s distribution under the null hypoth-
esis , i.e., values , for
. Clearly, there is nonnull coherence for
scales exceeding 20. Since here, this equates to co-
herent waves in the magnetic field for periods exceeding 20 s.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Explicit expressions have been provided to show how in
discrete-time the TWCOH estimator can be written in terms
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Fig. 5. TWCOH estimate of magnetic field data (left), and those values ex-
ceeding the 1% point of the null distribution (right).             .
(Higher coherence corresponds to darker shading.)
of WOSA-type cross-spectral estimators, which can in turn
be expressed in terms of multitaper estimators utilizing or-
thonormal tapers. Consequently, the number of complex
degrees of freedom are immediately revealed. A fully specified
Goodman’s distribution results for the TWCOH estimator using
a Morlet wavelet, applied to SOS complex-valued Gaussian
processes.
While we have used a unit-norm Gaussian envelope to taper
the complex exponential in the Morlet formulation, other sen-
sible choices of taper function would fit into our general ap-
proach and the statistical analysis would proceed in the same
way. In this sense the approach is quite general.
APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof: Write , with and




Form the product of the th real-valued taper with
, and then compute its (scaled) Fourier transform




and as an estimator of we take the multitaper multivariate
estimator which can
be written as





Since is real-valued and Gaussian, it follows im-
mediately [27, p. 776] that asymptotically we may take the
distribution of to be
(44)
Here denotes the four-dimensional complex
central Wishart distribution with complex degrees of freedom
and mean . is the true spectral matrix for the
process .
We want the distribution of . Now
. Combining this with (44) and the result
of Lemma 1 given below we see that asymptotically
(45)
Lemma 1: If has the distribution and
is a complex-valued matrix, then has the
distribution.
Proof: The characteristic function of is ([9, p. 163) ]
(46)
The characteristic function, , of is therefore
(47)
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where tr and denote trace and determinant, respectively,
and we have used the fact that if is an complex-valued
matrix and is an complex-valued matrix, then
and , [7].
Comparing (46) and (47), it follows that has the
distribution.
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